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1. CONCEPT

• Between history and modernity: the store concept is based on Rochet
heritage and tends toward the future

• The architecture & the furniture are inspired from Rochet bracelet

• A clever system of windows and storages to highlight products.
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2. LAYOUT

•Thanks to a system of removable and interchangeable units the sale space can 

be changed any time.
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2. LAYOUT

- Removable units to create storage space or display space at your convenience

- An optimized sale space

- Design furniture 

- Some specific spaces just for limited edition products
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2. LAYOUT



2. LAYOUT

- Some specific spaces just for limited edition products

- Furniture tailored to fit to the products

Leather goods display

Windows for exclusivities Jewel & watch displays



3. ROCHET DNA

• A nice fresco that explains Rochet history and the brand DNA
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3. ADN ROCHET

190419041904
Zuccolo Rochet & C° was founded in 1904. Joseph Rochet, jewellery

worker, and Edmond Zuccolo, foreman, join together to manufacture chains 

for watches and brass jewellery. They first settled in Geneva before moving 

to Annecy. It’s the start of a great success story with top seller models over

the world. The firm, passed on from generation to generation, is now a 

major player in the jewellery world. Great-grandsons are today still writing 

the pages of this successful family business story

193419341934
1934 is the beginning of a new start in watch market. The firm manufactures 

brass cases for the French watch industry. 250 people work at Annecy in a 3 

level building. After world war II Zuccolo Rochet & C° restarts its production of 

watches & jewels. The growth is just amazing. 450 people were working at 

Zuccolo Rochet in 1950. 



195319531953
ZRC creates a revolution in technical watches with the launch of " ZRC Grand 

Fond". This watch, developed by divers for divers (300M waterproof), has a non-

magnetic case. A technical feat for the time. ZRC Grand Fond used to be worn by 

firemen of Paris, French Navy mine-clearing experts, and the crew of Captain 

Cousteau's Calypso. The ZRC Grand Fond receives the technical label to the 14th 

world watch exhibition in Besancon.

200120012001
Birth of Rochet brand to market jewelry in alternative materials: steel, 

tungsten, ceramic, carbon, titanium. Always ahead of trends, Rochet was 

among the first to shape the steel. Since 2001, Rochet puts its know-how 

and technology for exclusive jewelry. Today Rochet is a turnkey concetp of  

jewelery, watches and fashion accessories for men.

3. ROCHET DNA



4. ENVIRONEMNT
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5. FRONT

• Strong brand DNA

• Turnkey concept for 

men

• Quality



6. LES COLLECTIONS

BIJOUX

MONTRES

ACCESSOIRES

Elegance

Performance Ceramic

Dive Water sport Motor sports Aeronautics

Legend Urban Endurance Watch roll Watch box Pens

Urban



7 GRAPHIC CHARTER

Logotypes

Typography


